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Sleep and babies is one of the hottest topics for parents of young
babies. Getting babies to sleep, helping them stay asleep,
establishing bedtime routines and learning how to cope with
disrupted sleep are all HUGE issues for parents of young children.

There is one question that plagues new parents: “Will I ever get a
full night of sleep again?”  Contrary to what you might think and
feel in your sleep deprived (yet so in love) state, the answer is yes!
You’ve come to the right place.

Occupational therapists are often consulted for advice about how
to help babies develop better sleep habits. With over fifty years of
combined experience as pediatric occupational therapists, we have
a lot to share about what techniques we use to help babies become
great sleepers.

Parents of the baby who does not sleep very well often feel that
they are doing something wrong, particularly when they hear
about a friend’s baby who sleeps through the night and takes long
naps. Babies are all different and they require different strategies
to help them settle into sleep (and return to sleep once awakened).
Parents also have different tolerances for disrupted sleep. The
parent who cannot function during the day due to disrupted sleep
at night is going to be less tolerant of a sensitive baby who is
difficult to get to sleep and awakens frequently. We have seen
many different combinations of parents and babies, and just
as many different approaches to sleep.  There are so many
variables that impact sleep for a family! The best approach to
helping baby sleep is to learn and think about these questions:
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1. What are normal sleep patterns for a young baby?

2. What are sleep and awake states and how do they  
influence sleep?
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"W i l l  I  e v e r  g e t  s l e e p  a g a i n ? "
INTRODUCTION
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3. What effect does a baby’s sensory personality have on
sleep? 

4. What are the most common approaches to sleep and what
types of babies are they appropriate for?

5. What sensory strategies have we found useful for helping
babies learn to settle into sleep?

6. A parent’s sensory personality vs. a baby’s sensory
personality: Is there a mismatch? What can we do about
this? 



Keep in mind that there is a wide range of normal.  Some babies take
long naps and sleep many consecutive hours at night, others take
brief naps and wake frequently at night.

The 0-3 month old baby will sleep from 14 to 16 hours each 24 hour
period. Babies have their longest sleep periods at night, with cycles of
light sleep for the first 20 minutes, followed by 40 minutes of deep
sleep. This cycle repeats itself every hour. When babies are in the light
sleep part of the cycle, they are more easily awakened by internal and external
sensations. Young babies with little tummies need to be fed frequently
and may wake every 3 to 4 hours for feeding each night, until they
are a few months older.

During the day, baby is awake for 30 to 60 minutes between naps.
Naps are 15 minutes to 2 hours long and baby takes 3 to 8 of them.
Young babies from 0 to 3 months take some time to get their
sleeping organized and this is more difficult for sensitive babies.
Parents may need to use calming sensory strategies to help this type
of baby settle down and stay asleep. Sensitive babies tend to spend
more time in a light sleep state and are easily awakened by
movement or noise.

 The 3-9 month old baby will sleep 14 to 15 hours each 24 hour
period.  Babies are awake a little longer, for 1 to 2 hours between
naps. In general, a three-month old baby will take 3 to 4 naps, totaling
4 to 6 hours. Younger babies will still need to feed frequently at night
and will wake every 3 to 4 hours for a feeding.

The 9-12 month old baby will sleep 13 to 14 hours each 24 hour
period. The nine month old will usually take 2 naps, totaling 2 to 4
hours and the twelve-month old baby will take 1 to 2 naps, totaling 2
to 3 hours. The 6-12 month old babies may sleep 10-12 hours per
night but this varies widely.  
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2

Sleep Patterns in the Young Baby: How much does the typical baby sleep? 

2

WHAT IS  'NORMAL'  SLEEP FOR A BABY?
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Baby's Age

How long baby is
awake between

naps

Nap
Duration

# of naps
per day

Note: The statement “sleeping through the night” means a five-
hour period, so don’t be alarmed if your baby is not managing 8
consecutive hours of sleep.   

          TIP for NEW PARENTS: Researchers have shown          
that at night, breast milk contains compounds that help babies
sleep longer! “Exclusive breastfeeding is associated with reduced
irritability/colic and a tendency toward longer nocturnal sleep.
Breast milk (nocturnal) consists of substantial melatonin levels,
whereas artificial formulas do not.” (Engler, et al. 2012).  
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Researchers have identified six different sleep and arousal states in
the newborn baby. Becoming familiar with these states will not only
support you, as a parent, in organizing your baby’s sleep patterns, but
will help you read your baby’s cues to establish a strong parent-infant
bond that makes baby feel supported and understood.

3

Sleep States
Light sleep: This is when baby is dreaming. You may see eyelids
moving while dreaming and baby may make sucking movements
on and off. He/she is likely to respond to sound, touch or
movement by waking up. Moving baby while in this state will often
cause him to wake up.

Deep sleep: You will notice that breathing is regular; there are no
eye movements and his body is limp and relaxed. Baby has a
delayed response to sounds, movement or touch and is less likely to
wake up when moved or when the environment is noisy.

          TIP for NEW PARENTS: The Sensitive Baby may have a
difficult time staying in a deep sleep state, with more time spent in a
light sleep state, that he or she is easily awakened from.   

Awake States

Drowsy: Baby’s eyelids are fluttering, movements are smooth and
less vigorous. From this state, baby can either move into sleep, or
with stimulation can move into an alert state.

Quiet Alert with a bright look: Baby will have minimal motor
activity, is still, and appears calm and focused on your face or a toy.
This is a great time to engage baby in play.

How do they influence sleep?
SLEEP AND AWAKE STATES
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Active Alert:  Baby will have lots of large movements in the arms
and legs and a few startles. He/she will react to stimuli with
increased movement or a startle and may begin crying. If you can
intervene at this point with calming techniques, you can keep
this baby from shifting into crying. 

Crying: Baby will intensely cry, which is difficult to interrupt.
Using calming techniques like swaddling and slow movement will
help baby regain a more organized state. In our blog, we have a
post titled Parenting the Sensitive Baby. Here we have highlighted
some basics strategies that we use to help babies become more
calm.

          TIP for NEW PARENTS: Remember, identifying              
 your baby’s sleep states helps you support baby’s transitions into
sleep. If you want your baby to stay asleep, do not move him or
her while baby is in a light sleep state.

Identifying awake states helps you know when baby is receptive to
play or when he or she needs help calming down. Knowing how
long your baby can stay in an active alert state before beginning to
cry gives you a chance to intervene with calming sensory strategies
before baby gets upset. Babies who get help calming down when
they need it are calmer overall, have better organization of their
behavior (less crying) and learn to be better sleepers.

http://passporttofunction.com/2016/04/parenting-the-sensitive-baby/
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The Infant and Toddler Sensory Personality Checklist ™ was
developed to help parents identify their baby’s sensory personality.
Understanding what type of personality your child has allows us to
do two important things for babies: 
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1. Tailor your approach to sleep to fit your child’s sensory needs.
This equates to more sleep for everyone!

 2. Find the best ways to support your child’s acquisition of
developmental milestones. We adapt the way we play with babies
depending on their sensory personality.

The checklist below can be used to identify which sensory
personality best fits your baby. You can also find this checklist in
our Workbook Section 10. 

Infant and Toddler Sensory Personality Checklist ™
The Sleepy Baby

Sleepy, needs to be awakened for feedings 

When environment is noisy, will shut down into a sleep

state 

Difficult to engage socially, and does not try to engage

adults

Tends to stare off into space

Seems to have lower muscle tone, may be slower to hold

his head up or hold a toy

Prefers to sit on a caregivers lap, tends not to explore the

environment

Seems to not participate in being held, doesn’t cling to

caregiver or hold his own weight

Content to spend most of his time playing by himself,

doesn’t engage others

Needs an animated parent to help him engage

May have slower digestion or constipation

____

____

____

____

____

____

____

____

____

____

BABY'S  SENSORY PERSONALITY
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The Sleepy Baby needs more frequent and more intense input
from his senses to help him reach a threshold where he can
respond and interact with people and his environment. Parents and
caregivers need to be more animated to engage this baby in play.

The Integrated Baby

Spends most of the time he is awake in an alert and

quiet state

Follows faces with his eyes

Socially engages others with eye contact and smiles

Sleeps well early on, easy to settle into sleep and stays

asleep, despite noise

Cries for hunger or discomfort, easily soothed when

needs are met

Self soothing, will gaze around after awakening before

calling out or crying

Not usually upset by loud noises or sudden

movements

Will mold into a caregivers arms

Feeding is coordinated, digestion is smooth 

Movements appear smooth and coordinated 

____

____

____

____

____

____

____

____

____
____

The Integrated Baby is usually self-regulated with needs that can
be easily predicted and met.  

The Sensitive Baby

Startles easily and cries frequently

Goes from alert to crying with little warning, hard to

soothe, needs holding, rocking, swaddling and a pacifier to

help him calm down

Cries the minute he awakens, does not seem able to play

quietly in the crib

Reacts negatively to certain sensory inputs: sound, vision,

taste, touch, textures in clothing

(continued on next page)

____

____

____

____
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Over stimulated by social interaction, particularly with

strangers

Needs to be held when awake, is much calmer if carried

in a baby sling

Dislikes being in a car seat or stroller

Stiffens when held, instead of molding his body to

caregiver and prefers one parent because of how that

parent holds him

May have feeding issues, needs a quiet place when being

fed

Digestive disturbances, excess gas, seems to cry more

than other babies 

The Sensitive Baby needs a lot of parent support to help him
maintain a calm state. His environment needs to be less stimulating.
Successfully supporting this baby depends on caregivers who can
create a consistent daily schedule and intervene with sensory
strategies when baby is upset. 

Which category best fits your baby? How many observations were
present in each category?

If your baby has 7 or more characteristics of one sensory
personality, you have figured it out!

If your baby’s behavior is evenly distributed between two
categories, for example sensitive baby and integrated baby, go with
the category that needs more help from a caregiver. In this case the
category would be the sensitive baby.  

Now that we know what type of sensory personality best fits your
baby, we can pick the sleep approach that will be most successful. 

____

____

____

____

____

____

The Sleepy Baby

The Integrated Baby

The Sensitive Baby

_____

_____

_____
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The Sleepy Baby: Sleepy babies need more intense sensory inputs to
help them focus and pay attention to the people and world around
them. We often use fast movement and light touch to wake this baby
up before play.

This baby responds well to the co-sleeping, the swaddle and swing
and the shush and pat approaches to sleep. The sleepy baby tends to
be less aware of people and the environment, so co-sleeping would
be our recommendation to foster better parent-baby bonding.

The Integrated Baby: The integrated baby responds positively to
new experiences and interacts with toys and people happily. We
support this baby by providing plenty of sensory experiences to
create the building blocks for development. Our website has tons of
fun park activities sure to bring smiles to the whole family. This
baby does well with all of the sleep approaches. Choose one that
works for your parenting style!

The Sensitive Baby: Sensitive babies need help modulating their
responses to sensation and often need an environment that provides
soothing sensory inputs as they explore the world. We find that
bouncing and slow movement during play are helpful in keeping
this baby calm.

Since this baby is struggling with behavior modulation and staying
asleep, co-sleeping works best because it helps regulate sleep and
behavior. If this is not an option for you, the swaddle and swing
approach can help during the early part of baby’s life. This approach
will give you time to apply daily sensory strategies to help calm and
organize the sensitive baby. We have seen this move a sensitive baby
towards better sleep patterns.  

Action Plan

  

           TIP for NEW PARENTS: It is important to factor in what will
also fit your sensory personality and the demands of your daily life
when deciding on a sleep approach for your baby. Every baby/parent
relationship is different and the goal is to find an approach that is a
good fit for your whole family.  

 

http://passporttofunction.com/
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Most parents of a new baby find out pretty quickly that there are
many “sleep experts” who promote their foolproof approach to
sleep and are quite certain that their ideas will work for you. We
think parents should make up their own minds about which sleep
approach works for their family. We have filtered all these ideas
for you and organized them into three basic approaches
to helping babies sleep. You can use what you learned about your
baby’s sensory personality to tailor a successful sleep approach for
your baby and family. 

5

The 3 basic approaches for helping babies sleep

1. Attachment parenting & co-sleeping
Attachment parenting encourages bonding between parents and
babies because babies are often carried for much of the day. Parents
learn to read their baby’s subtle physical and emotional cues and
can intervene before baby gets upset. This approach helps baby
learn to modulate his or her behavior, builds attention and helps
develop social skills.

          TIP for NEW PARENTS: Research has found that                
there is a direct correlation between the amount of time a baby is
carried during the day and how much time that baby spends crying.
Babies who are carried more, cry less.

When putting baby to sleep, baby is fed and held until he drifts into
a deep sleep and gently placed down to sleep. You will know that
your baby has reached deep sleep when or she is limp and relaxed,
with regular breathing and no eye movements. The attachment
approach often includes co-sleeping. Baby is tucked next to mom in
bed and mom simply nurses baby back to sleep each time he or she
wakes.  A research study with families who used co-sleeping with
their babies found that parents reported “…less infant crying, more
maternal and infant sleep and increased milk supply due to the
increased frequency of night time breast feeding that close contact

What effect does a baby's sensory personality have on sleep?

COMMON APPROACHES TO SLEEP
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facilitates.” (McKenna, McDade, 2005).

The co-sleeping approach works well for the sensitive baby who may
awaken more easily when moved into a crib and is difficult to calm
down once awake.  It is also a great fit for the sleepy baby who
benefits from more sensory input and interactions with people and
the environment. We discourage trying to use the “shush and pat”
method (described below) with the sensitive baby, as it can result in a
crying baby who is difficult to soothe and has frequent awakenings
during the night.

Parents who like co-sleeping say that one benefit is that mom does not
have to wake up completely to nurse her baby back to sleep. Dads
often don’t know how many times baby has awakened at night
because there is very little crying. More sleep for everyone!

Some parents use attachment parenting during the day but are light
sleepers and simply can’t do the family bed. If this is the case for your
family,  you may find that the swaddle and swing method works for
you.  Do whatever works and feels right for your family.

           TIP for NEW PARENTS: The research team Forbes, et al.(1992)
conducted a large longitudinal study of adults who had been co-
sleepers as babies and found that they all shared a similar “feeling of
satisfaction with life”. For more information about attachment
parenting and co-sleeping, www.askdrsears.com is a good resource.

2. Swaddle and swing
In this approach, baby is fed, wrapped in a swaddling blanket, burped
and held until sleepy and then placed in a motorized baby swing. This
works well for the sensitive baby whose parents have difficulty co-
sleeping with a baby in the bed. Researchers have found that
swaddling is a very effective calming technique and helps improve
baby’s ability to self-calm. When baby outgrows the swing, your
approach to sleep will need to change but parents often find that this
approach helps get their family through the first few months of sleep
challenges. 

Swaddling is a great sensory tool for parents because it is calming and
organizing for a baby. “In general, swaddled infants arouse less and
sleep longer. Preterm infants have shown improved 
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neuromuscular development, less physiologic distress, better motor
organization, and more self-regulatory ability when they are
swaddled”(Van Sleuwen, et al, 2007).

3. Shush and Pat
To use the shush and pat approach, baby is fed, swaddled and held
until drowsy. He or she is placed in the crib while sleepy, but still
awake and is patted and shushed for a few minutes. Parents then
leave the room, often when baby is not quite asleep yet. The parent
in charge of bedtime returns and repeats the pat and shush as many
times as needed until baby settles into sleep. This approach works
for the baby who is organized and calm. The sleepy baby and the
integrated baby usually do well with this approach. 

This will not work for the sensitive baby, who may escalate into
crying that is very hard to interrupt. This leads to more time spent
calming baby down and can result in everyone’s sleep being choppy
and disrupted during the night.

Day Time Activities and Sleep
We have found that what happens during a baby’s day often
predicts the type of sleep he or she has at night. This is particularly
true of the sensitive baby, who may need an adjustment of the
day-time schedule to prevent over stimulation that leads to poor
sleep.

Here is the story of Reina, a sensitive baby whose parents used an
attachment parenting approach, combined with sensory strategies
to help their baby learn to cry less and become a better sleeper.

Reina is the second child for her parents. She was a bright, alert baby who
was identified as a sensitive baby. She was much more difficult to feed
than her older sister, requiring careful positioning during breast-feeding
to help her to coordinate her nursing. In the afternoon, after a long and
stimulating day, she often cried for about an hour, just because she was
over-tired. She napped for a short period of time, usually while her mom
was driving to do errands. Reina had difficulty settling down into sleep at
night and required a lengthy bedtime routine to help her recover from her
overly stimulating day. She woke every hour at night and required a lot of
help to return to sleep, resulting in exhausted parents. Her parents
consulted with an occupational therapist for advice, and they developed
the following sensory strategies: 

http://www.askdrsears.com/
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Reina spent most of her waking hours carried by mom, dad or a

caregiver in a baby sling, which provided her with deep pressure

to  back and arms. This sensory strategy helped calm and regulate

her behavior.

Reina’s parents were more careful about noisy and brightly colored

toys during the day. They gave her only one toy at a time and

eliminated toys with loud music or sounds. They watched her for

STOP SIGNS that meant she might be overwhelmed. An

overwhelmed baby will often proceed to crying, so her parents used

calming techniques before she became upset.

To help Reina establish a good nap schedule, her mom made sure to

be at home at naptime, eliminating the quick nap in the car. 

Reina was given a baby massage for ten minutes in the early

afternoon, about an hour before her fussy time usually started. This

helped Reina start the afternoon in a calm, alert state, interrupting

her pattern of extended fussing. 

Starting an hour before putting her down for the night, Reina’s

parents lowered the lights in her room, put her in a warm bath,

swaddled her in a warm towel and rocked her slowly while feeding

her one last time before sleep. Her parents waited until she was in a

deep sleep state before putting her in her crib. They turned on a fan

to provide white noise. This helped Reina screen out noises that

normally caused her to awaken. 

The results: After two weeks of her new sensory strategies, Reina
was a calmer, happier baby while awake and began to sleep more
soundly for longer periods at night.  Her entire family was better
rested.

*STOP SIGNS: How baby tells you he is done playing
Too much sensory input equals a cranky baby

Whenever we are engaging baby in activities to encourage
development, particularly the younger 0-3 month old baby, we
need to be aware of baby’s signals. Stop Signs are baby’s way of
telling us that he or she is overwhelmed and needs help calming
down.
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Averting her eyes or her head

Sneezing

Yawning

Color change; reddening or blanching

Excessive, jerky movement of arms and legs

Hiccups

Crying

Remember, when babies start to show us STOP SIGNS, we stop
what we are doing and apply calming sensory strategies like
swaddling, slow rocking, a pacifier, patting or walking with baby
in the baby carrier. Sometimes babies need all of the strategies
we have to calm down. Find the ones that work for your baby!

Behavior to watch for:
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Our approach whenever a baby is struggling with settling down to
sleep is to implement daily calming sensations in what is often
referred to as a “calming sensory diet”.  We have found that after a
few weeks of  implementing a daily sensory diet, babies are calmer
with more organized behavior, better sleep and less crying!

One of the things we recommend is carrying babies in a baby
carrier on the caregiver’s body (not in a car seat). This provides
baby with slow movement, firm touch from the sling and the
proprioceptive input of adjusting his or her body to the caregiver.
All of these sensations are calming. The researchers Hunziker and
Barr (1985) found that the more a baby is carried, the less he or she
cries overall.
 
These are the four sensory strategies that most babies find
calming. Encourage play that provides these sensations daily and
your baby will be calmer, cry less and sleep better. 

1. Slow movement (rocking, walking with baby in your
arms, slow swinging) 

 2. Firm touch/pressure such as being carried in a baby
sling, being swaddled or receiving baby massage. 

3. Proprioceptive sensation, which happens when we use
muscles and joints against gravity. Ideas would be: bouncing
in a parent’s arms, crawling, climbing, jumping, moving
around the environment.

4. A calmer environment, with less stimulating toys and
sounds. When putting baby to bed for the night, parents
often use the “white noise” of a fan or a nature sounds track
that remains on throughout the night. This creates
background noise that helps baby stay asleep, despite noise
in the environment.

6
HOW SENSORY STRATEGIES HELP

BABY SLEEP



The predictability of a consistent bedtime routine for baby (like the
one Reina’s parents used) signals that it’s time to settle down and
prepare for sleep. A recent study found that regular bedtime
routines helped children develop sleep regulation and decreased
nighttime waking (Staples, et al., 2015).  This helps all types of babies
settle into sleep, stay asleep and return to sleep once awakened.
Parents report that the most useful strategies to help baby get ready
to sleep is using the same calming bedtime ritual every night. An
example of a bedtime sequence could be:

1. Warm bath and jammies

2.“Topping off” with one or two last feeds before bed

3. Slow repetitive movement in a rocking chair

4. Reading a book or singing a repetitive song

5.  Dimming the lights and adding white noise 
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For the past few years, we have been asking parents how they
approach sleep with their newborns and infants. We have
interviewed four mothers with four different approaches to their
baby’s sleep. Here’s what they told us.

Mom #1 Using the swaddle and swing approach: This mom has
adorable twin girls. Her family’s approach to sleep might best be
described as attachment parenting when the babies were under a
year followed by shush and pat as they approached 18 months.

The babies were a few weeks early and as young infants, they
needed to be awakened every 2-3 hours to nurse to make sure they
were getting enough calories. From newborn until 9 months, they
were swaddled and placed in side-by-side baby swings for naps.
They loved it and slept really well! We know that the sensory
strategies of swaddling and slow movement in a baby swing helps
babies stay asleep. Grandma and great grandma participated in
daily childcare when the girls were infants. The cultural norm for
their extended family is to hold babies until they are asleep and
avoid letting them cry. This approach was continued until the girls
were about a year.

Mom and dad tried co-sleeping but found that it didn’t work for
their family, so they decided to try the shush and pat. The girls had
a bedtime routine, and were then placed in their cribs and
encouraged to go to sleep. A sound track with lullabies helped the
girls fall asleep. The girls were given a few minutes to work out how
to get themselves to sleep. Mom or dad returned to comfort them if
they were having trouble settling down or if they woke at night and
couldn’t get back to sleep. After about two weeks, the girls were able
to go to sleep themselves. Now they sleep through the night unless
they have a nightmare and need comforting. At three years of age,
the girls have different personalities and need different nighttime
routines to settle down for sleep.  One of the twins needs more
interaction, with stories and tucking in but the other is content to
play quietly until she falls asleep.
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7
PARENT INTERVIEWS ABOUT SLEEP



Mom #2  Using the shush and pat approach: This mom is a first
time mother with triplets. She has the advantage of being a
naturally organized person and a pediatric occupational therapist.
She has a nanny to help during the day but she and her husband
handle night-time parenting themselves, without assistance. Since
there are three babies, it was vital that nighttime sleep not be a
management problem for mom and dad. Playtime, feeding and
sleep are scheduled and their caregivers stay with a strict routine to
keep the babies’ behavior organized. It seems to work beautifully,
and the babies are happy, social and reaching developmental
milestones nicely. Mom talks about letting the babies cry for a few
minutes, and intervening with a pacifier or patting if necessary. She
also brings up the importance of recognizing the different types of
crying. Crying due to “I can’t get comfortable” as opposed to “I’m in
pain and need help” require different responses from parents. We
discussed using the sensory strategy of slow movement in a baby
swing to help the babies take a longer nap.  

Mom #3  Using the shush and pat approach: This is a great mom
who has three little boys under 5 years. For the first three to four
months, she nurses the baby on demand and doesn’t expect him to
self soothe at night. As the baby gets older, their family moves to an
approach where “…we try to make them confident sleepers without
stressing them out”.  She recommends the sleep approach outlined
in the book “ The Sleep Ladies Good Night, Sleep Tight: Gentle
Proven Solutions to Help Your Child Sleep Well and Wake Up
Happy” by Kim West.

Their family’s approach is to go through a nighttime routine of
bath, jammies, breastfeeding on both sides for a full tummy,
swaddling, and placing baby in the crib sleepy but awake. If the
baby fusses, mom returns and shushes him and sometimes pats him
or gently rocks the bassinet to let him know that she is there but
doesn't pick him up. Her babies are quick to fall into the routine
and seem to be happy sleepers. I should note here that none of her
babies are high-need, sensitive babies and are quick to settle down
when comforted.   

Mom #4 Using the attachment parenting & co-sleeping approach:
This first time mom and her husband have always used co-sleeping 
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with their one-year-old daughter. Mom and dad both work during
the day and mom feels that her daughter nurses more at night to
make up for mom being gone during the day. They don’t have a
strict bedtime routine, but both parents watch baby for signals that
she is tired and needs to go to sleep. Mom also has verbal cues she
uses with baby when it is time for bed, like “It’s time to quiet our
bodies” and “It’s time to sleep”. Mom has noticed that if her baby
stays up too long, she has more difficulty getting to sleep and wakes
up more frequently during the night. When this happens, the baby
will nurse more often at night to help herself stay regulated. This
baby girl has an extended family, who all take turns being her
caregivers during the day. They each have slightly different
approaches to sleep for naps. She takes better naps when she is with
the caregiver who lies down with her during her nap because she is
used to the proximity of another person. She is a well-adjusted,
social baby who engages with new people easily.
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Is there a mismatch?
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8
PARENT SENSORY PERSONALITY VS.

BABY SENSORY PERSONALITY

As occupational therapists, we tend to see a large percentage of
sensitive babies because they are over-responding to their internal
and external environments and as a result tend to have difficulties
with sleep, feeding and crying. Caregivers usually find these babies
challenging to comfort and parent.  

When we explain that this baby is finding it hard to modulate his or
her response to sensations like touch, sound and movement, we
almost always hear from parents that one or more family members
has similar issues with sensory modulation. Parents have usually
learned how to cope with their own sensitive sensory systems, but
having a baby who cries a lot and is difficult to feed and soothe is a
real challenge!

The parents of the sensitive baby benefit from scheduling regular
breaks in caregiving by enlisting baby sitters, extended family or
friends to spend time with baby and give parents some time to
themselves. Taking a walk, having an uninterrupted dinner or a calm
conversation helps to increase patience and coping ability. 

Mindfulness-based stress reduction techniques have been found
really helpful for parents who are feeling overwhelmed, (Williams-
Orlando, 2012). Apps such as Stop, Breathe & Think, Headspace and
Insight Timer are great resources that walk you through some of
these techniques.   

Sometimes we see babies who are delayed in development because
they are under responding to people and sensations in their
environment. Parents of these babies can begin to feel that their
baby doesn't like them because their baby’s response to social
interaction is muted. This baby needs help “waking up”. Social
interactions need to be more intense and more frequent to get
baby’s attention.  We also like to use alerting sensations to help these 
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babies become more focused. Our favorites are:

Fast movement (in a baby swing or a parent’s arms) 

Light touch (gently stroking baby’s arms or face) 

Talking to baby about everything in the environment

Singing to baby

Toys with sounds, different textures and bright colors 

In summary, parents of young babies can determine their baby’s
sensory personality and use that information to find a baby sleep
approach that is likely to work for the baby and the family.
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